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phonegap or cordova I am developing an app for blackberry 10 using cordova and ionic. My app has
native code in a separate java file and I wish to include some.so files that are part of the Blackberry

SDK. How can I do this? A: I think you will need to embed your own Blackberry SDK into your
application. Alternatively - You might be able to use LoadablePlugin as Blackberry 10 allows you to

link native code to your application - LoadablePlugin could allow your code to call into the Blackberry
library. Either way - it looks like you will need to get your hands dirty... Q: Are 4chan trumps and

4chanism 4changelist when it comes to Stack Exchange? A lot of animosity has been going on lately
on the Stack Exchange sites. I have only been on two of them so far. Telegram Mumble By Fishcake
4chan MumbleByFishcake The main issue of disagreement is the way a certain user on 4chan treats
the users on other sites. Recently on this site, I have seen users taking it out on users on other sites.

4chan, from what I know of this, claims to take down memes that didn't get enough laughs. One
person suggested about this approach. Is this meant to be done for other sites on the Stack

Exchange network? A: 4chan is a bit of a weird beast. It's not a site, really. It's not a forum, not a
chat room, not a reddit. It's a message board, basically. It has posts, tags, categories, mods, and

users, but it's best described as something like a wiki, where anything goes, and anything you put up
on 4chan can stay up on 4chan for all eternity. Also, it's frequented by trolls. Lots of trolls. And they
are a big part of the network. So, for good or bad, their opinions and behaviours are sort of baked

into it. 4chan has a very different
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